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The study of powerdomains defined as completions via Frink ideals is continued. 
It is shown how to represent directed ideals of P(D) by certain compact subsets of 
the original domain D. and arbitrary Frink ideals by sets of such subsets. The 
operations union and big union are defined and their properties studied. Finally, 
some results on the relationship of this powerdomain to the classical Plotkin 
powerdomain are presented. ’ 198’) Academic Press. Inc 
In this paper we shall continue the investigation of powerdomains of 
continuous lattices begun in Hrbacek (1987). Our first concern will be with 
relating elements of PcL(D), defined abstractly as ideals of P(D), to subsets 
of D. Second, we shall introduce the usual powerdomain operations 
singleton, union, and big union and study their properties. Finally, we shall 
look at several aspects of the relationship between our construction and the 
Plotkin powerdomain. 
I would like to express my gratitude to both referees; one of them for his 
very detailed reading of the entire paper and the discorevy of a few 
tiresome errors and misprints, and the other for his more general com- 
ments, especially concerning directions where further research is needed. 
After finishing this paper I have examined an alternative way of com- 
pleting the Plotkin powerdomain into a lattice, this time based on the 
Alexandrov (maximal) completion rather than the Frink (minimal) one. Its 
advantage seems to be better categorical behavior (e.g., the construction is 
a left adjoint to a suitable forgetful functor) while its disadvantage is a far 
greater profusion of “new” elements. The reader interested in this work is 
referred to Hrbacek ( 1988). 
4. IDEALS OF P(D) AND SUBSETS OF D 
In Hrbacek (1987), powerdomains are defined as ideal completions of 
suitable posets. This approach allows a relatively straightforward develop- 
ment of the theory of these constructs; however, for the purposes of 
denotational semantics we want to view elements of the powerdomain of D 
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as subsets of D (“sets of all possible results of a given nondeterministic 
computation”). In this section we first show that directed ideals of P(D) 
can indeed be identified with suitable subsets of D (Theorem 2); this 
generalizes similar results obtained by Plotkin for w-algebraic cpo’s (see 
Plotkin, 1976, 1981) to arbitrary continuous cpo’s. We then prove that an) 
ideal of P(D) is the infimum of a canonical set of directed ideals of P(D) 
and use this result (Theorem 4) to give an intuitive meaning to all elements 
of PcL(D). 
Let (D, 6 ) be a continuous cpo and (PC’(D), < ) its powerdomain. 
With every element 4 of P”(D) (i.e., with every round directed ideal of 
P(D)) we associate a subset 9* of D defined by 
xd*oJ{x}EuY and (vxEJqxn~{x)#12(, 
In order to motivate this definition, we state now a more intuitive charac- 
terization of 9*, valid for w-algebraic lattices. 
THEOREM 1. Let (D, d ) he an o-algebraic lattice. For every 9 E P”(D) 
there is a sequence (X, / n E CO) such that X, E P(K( D)) and X, < EM X,, + , 
for all nEm, 9= [{X,, 1 nEu}], and x~.P*ox=sup{x~ 1 nco}, where 
-XnEXn, x,,d-x,+1 for all n E w. (See Fig. 1.) 
Intuitively we interpret X as a nondeterministic computation which at 
time t, (t, < t,, i) can produce any element of the set X, as a partial result. 
So the final result of the computation .f (at time t,) is any limit of an 
increasing sequence (9, 1 n E o), where s, E X,,, i.e., an element of Y*. 
We postpone the proof of Theorem 1 and note only that it immediately 
implies that ,f* is finitely generahle in the sense of Smyth (1978). Our main 
FIGUKE 1 
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goal is Theorem 2; in order to state it, we shall review some topological 
concepts associated with continuous posets. 
Let (D, <) be a continuous cpo. The Scott topology on D has as its basis 
all sets 
x+ =f{x}= {LED I x4y}, 
where x E D. It is T, but not Hausdorff. If D is algebraic then all sets x+ 
where x E K(D) are a basis. (See Gierz et al., 1980, IT, especially Exercises 
1.21 and 1.23.) 
We have defined the relations 6 EM and <EM only on P(D); however, 
these definitions make sense for arbitrary subsets of D, and we shall use 
them in this more general sense from now on. We shall say that CZ D is a 
cover of Xz”cD if C<,, X. It is clear that (c+ 1 c E C} is then a covering 
of X by basic open sets in Scott topology (where, in addition, c+ n X # /zr 
for all c E C) and a set X is quasicompact in Scott topology if and only if 
every cover C of X contains a finite subcover XC C. 
We shall say that X E D is fill (*-closed in the terminology of Plotkin, 
1981) if whenever .YEX, x<y and f{y}c&X (i.e., (Vw)[w<y* 
(3z E X) w  < Z] ), then y E X. In topological terms this just means that X is 
closed in the Scott topology relativized to TX = { y E D 1 x < y for some 
x E X >. X is called convex if whenever s < y < z and x, z E X then y E X. 
Clearly full sets are convex, but the converse may fail. 
Another important topology on continuous posets is the Lawson 
topology; it has as its subbasis all sets ?c+, ?c E D, together with all sets 
X ~=D\~(x}={y~D[x& y}, where XED. If D is algebraic, it again 
suffices to take only XE K(D) (Gierz et al., 1980, III). Lawson topology on 
a continuous poset is always Hausdorff and often compact. For example, it 
is compact when (0, < ) is a continuous lattice (see Gierz et al., 1980, III, 
Theorem 1.10) or when (D, d ) is an algebraic poset where K(D) has the 
property M (see Plotkin, 1981; he calls such posets f SFP-objects). 
A poset (P, 6 ) has the property M (strong minimal upper bounds 
property) if for every finite F’E P there is a finite set U,Z Ff such that for 
every y E Ft there is some x E U, such that x < y (equivalently, t U, = Fr). 
U, is called a complete set of upper bounds on F. An upper bound y on F is 
minimal if for all x E Ft, x < y implies x = y. UF must contain all minimal 
upper bounds on F, and one can assume without loss of generality that it 
contains nothing else. 
We shall next state and prove one of the main results of this section, a 
characterization of the sets of the form Y*, 9 round directed ideal of P(D), 
valid for all continuous posets whose Lawson topology is compact. 
THEOREM 2. Let (D, <) be a continuous cpo with compact Lawson 
topolog}) and let X c D. The following statements are equivalent: 
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(1) X = 4* for some round directed ideal 9 on P(D). 
(2) X is nonempty, full, and quasicompact in Scott topology. 
(3) X is nonempty, convex, and compact in Lawson topology. 
Furthermore, let 9, & be round directed ideals on P(D). Then 9 c 9 0 
4* GEM J@*. In particular, * is injective. If (1) holds, f is the set of allfinite 
covers of X. 
Proof 
CLAIM 0. IJ 9 is a lower set. 
Proof of Claim 0. Let x E U 9 and y <x; then x E XE 4. Let 
Y=Xu (y}; then Y<,, X, so YE.aandyEYclJ.9. a 
CLAIM 1. Let 9 E 2 and let 4(x} 5 U 9. Then there is ye%* such that 
x6y. 
Proof of Claim 1. Consider the sets 
(a) D\z+ for z$U $ (Note: y~D\z+oz C y.); 
(b) U,,x(D\up) for J’EY (Note: YEU..~(D\U-)-X~~{Y~ 
z 0.); 
(c) D\v for v<x (Note: y~D\v-ov,<y.). 
This is a system of Lawson closed subsets of D with the finite intersection 
property (FIP): Given zO, . . . . z,, X0, . . . . X,, vO, . . . . v, as above, take v 4 x 
such that v0 d v, . . . . v,~v.Since~{x}rU9,thereisX~~suchthatv~X. 
Now take YE% such that XGEM Y, X0<., Y, . . . . X, <EM Y and take 
YEY such that v<y. Then y~D\v,: (O<i<I), y~u,.~,(D\u-) 
(O<j<n) and y~D\z: (0~ k<m) (the latter because y~z: implies 
z,~y,y~U,$,~0~~~U~byClaim0]. 
By compactness of Lawson topology we obtain y E D that belongs to all 
of the sets listed under (a), (b), and (c). We then have v < y for all v $x by 
(c), so x<y. By (a), i(y) c-u f. Finally, (b) guarantees XnJ(y) #(21 
for all XE ,$. Since f is round, for every XE f there is X’ E 4 such that 
X<EMX’. We then have X’nJ{y)#@ and hence Xn&{y}#@. This 
shows y E 2*. 1 
CLAIM 2. For every x E U 9 there is y E Y* such that x < y. Every XG 4 
is a cover of 9*. 
Proof of Claim 2. Ifx~U9,f{x}~lJ~byClaimO.Hencexbyfor 
some y E 9* by Claim 1 (with 9 = 9). If XE f then for every y E 3* there 
is x E X such that x << y by definition of 9*. For every x E X there is 
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X’ E U 9 such that x 6 x’, and then ,J’E 4* such that x’ < y, so x <y. This 
shows A’<,, .a*. 1 
We now proceed to prove the theorem. 
(1) = (3) Let X = .a*, where .f is round directed: 
9’ is nonempty: .a # 0, so U 9 # @ and the conclusion follows from 
Claim 2. 
X is closed (hence compact) in Lawson topology: We shall show that 
D\Z is open. If .Y 4 .f* one of two cases occurs: 
(a) J{x} @ IJ 9: then there is some )’ <x such that y $ U 9, and 
so y+ is an open neighborhood of x disjoint with y*; 
(b) Xn&(.y}=@ f or some XE .a: then there is YE .a such that 
x-&l Y (9 is round!) and hence Y n J {x} = 0. This means 
that n 1.~ 1 y E Y] is an open neighborhood of x disjoint 
with .a*. 
(3) * (2) Lawson topology refines Scott topology, so compactness in the 
former implies quasicompactness in the latter. It remains to prove that 
every convex Lawson compact set X is full. So assume that x E 5?‘, x 6 y, 
and 4 { y } c 4%. If there is some z E 9” such that for all c 4 y one has c d z, 
then y d z and y E X by convexity. Otherwise {c- 1 c&y} is a Lawson 
open covering of 55. Let cd-, . . . . c; be some finite subcovering of X. Since 
&{ y ). is directed, there is some c 6y such that c,, d c, . . . . c, 6 c. Since 
4 { JJ] c 43, there is some 2 E ?I such that c < z. We then have 
z # co, . . . . z # c; , a contradiction. 
(2) * (1) Let B be nonempty, full, and Scott quasicompact; we let 9 to 
be the set of all finite covers of .“x. It is clear that 9 is a nonempty 
d,,-downward closed subset of Z'(D). 
9 is directed: Let X, YE.~; the set C= {UE D / (3x~X)(3y~ Y) 
(JzE%)(x < u, y < u, and u < z)} is a cover of X. By Scott quasi- 
compactness there is a finite UC C which is a cover of 3. We can assume 
that (tlx~X)(Ztu~ U)x<u and also (V~G Y)(~uE U)y<u (add a finite 
number of elements to the original U if necessary). It is then easy to see 
that XdEM U, YdEM U and, since U is a finite cover of X, U E f. 
9 is round: Let XE 4; the set C = (u E D I (3x E X)(32 E X)x< u -+ z} 
is a cover of 9” (by the interpolation property of <). Let U be a finite 
subcover of C; we can again assume that (Vx E X)(3u E U)x 6 u. Then 
x<ml Uand UE.~. 
XG9*: Let XEF; for every XE4, X~&{.X}#@ as Xis a cover of 
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$7. If y -+x and YE 9, the set Y u ( y } is also a finite cover of !X, so 
Y u { y > E 9. This shows 4 {x} c u 9. We conclude that x E 9*. 
.a* ~3: Let y~9*\F; then for every XE% there is z 6x such that 
7 C y; otherwise there would be x E X such that x < y. and y E X by 
;ullnessof~(~{yj~USrl~).HenceC={-~~{XJI_~?.} is a cover 
of X and has a finite subcover X. But then XE 9 and Xn & { y} = 0, 
contradicting y E 9*. 
This completes the proof of (1) = (2) = (3). 
9 E$ implies 9* GE,,, $?*: Claim 1 shows that (VXE~*)(~YE~*) 
x<y. It remains to prove that (V~E$*)(~.XE.~*) x<y. This is another 
compactness argument. Let y E f*; consider the sets 
(a) D\z+ for z$U 9 (Note: x~D\z+oz 4 x.); 
(b) Uusx (D\u-) for XE~ (Note: .~EU,6X(D\up)oXnl(x} 
z 0.); 
(c) D\v’ for u &y (Note: x~D\v+ou 4 x). 
This system of Lawson closed sets has FIP: Given zO, . . . . z,, X0, . . . . X,, 
uO, . . . . u, as above, take XE 9 5 2 such that X0 <EM X, . . . . X, cEM X. Since 
y~f*, there is x~Xsuch that x<y. Then XE D\z+ (O<i<m) (otherwise 
zj$x, XEIJ~, SOZ~EU~ by ClaimO), XEU,.~,(D\K) (O<j<n), and 
.x E D\ UC (0 < k < I). By compactness we obtain x E D that belongs to all of 
the sets listed under (a), (b), and (c). We then have x E 9* by an argument 
just like the one in the proof of Claim 1. (c) guarantees (Vu) (u <x a u <y), 
i.e., x 6 y. 
x*GEMf * implies 9 c 3: To prove this we need 
CLAIM 3. Every cover C of $* has a subcover C, E 2. 
Proof of Claim 3. If there is an XE JJ such that (Vx E X) (3~ E C) c Q x, 
we choose one c, <x for each x E X and let C, = {c.~ / ?I E X} E C; then 
CO GEM A’, so C, E f. C, is a cover of f* by Claim 2. So assume to the 
contrary that (VXE f)(3x E X)(Vc E C) c 4 x. Consider the sets 
(a) D\z+ for z$U 2; 
lb) Uucx (D\u-) for XEY; 
Cc) D\c+ for CEC (Note: x~D\c+oc 4 x.) 
This system of Lawson closed sets has FIP: Given zO, . . . . z,,, X0, . . . . A’,, 
q,, . . . . c, as above, take XE 3 such that X0 <EM X, . . . . X, <EM X, and take 
XEX such that (VCE C) c 4 x; then x belongs to all of the D\z,?, 
U (D \ u,: ), and D\ cz. By compactness we obtain x E D that belongs to all 
of the sets in (a), (b), and (c), but then again x~f*, while (c) shows that 
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c C x for any c E C. This contradicts the assumption that C is a cover 
off*. 1 
Returning to the proof of the theorem, let XE.~. Then X<,, .a* by 
Claim 2, and .a* <EM f* gives ,I’<,, f*; so X is a (finite) cover off*. 
By Claim 3 there is X0 E $ such that X0 G X. Also, Xc U .a E U 2, so for 
every x E X there is some X, E f such that x E X,. Let YE f be such that 
x, <EM Y, x, <EM Y for all x E X. One checks easily that X < EM Y and so 
XE f. This proves that .a c f and concludes the proof of Theorem 2. 1 
We shall next consider the question of how does the representation of 
directed ideals in P”(D) as subsets of D behave under continuous maps. 
One might hope to get Pc”f(%a)* zEM ,f[.a*], but easy examples show 
that this fails in general. In particular, fCca*] need not be full. Following 
Plotkin (1981) we define the *-closure of f E D as the least full subset of D 
containing $1 
cl*(T) is just the topological closure of 55” in Scott topology relativized to 
t%. We now have 
THEOREM 3. Let (D, d ) and (E, < ) he continous cpo’s with compact 
Lawson topologies and let f E [D -+ E]. Then PCPf(%fl)* = cl*(f[s*]) holds 
for all round directed .f E P"(D). Zf in addition, D and E are continuous 
lattices and f preserves infs, then Pcpf (ca)* zEM f [#*I. 
Proof: We recall that Pcqf(.a) = ( YE P(E) 1 Y-CEM f (A’) for some 
XEY}. 
(a) ,f[ca*] G Pcpf (,a)*: 
Let XE~*; we shall show that f(x)EPCPf(#)*. If y4f(x) then yef(z) 
for some z 6 x. Since J{x} C U S, I’EX for some XE~ and f(z)Ef(X). 
Now Y = (0, y} -cEM f(X) and so YE Pcpf (%a). This shows f { f (x)} c 
U Pcpf(4). Let YE P"'f(X); then Y<,, f(X) for some XE~. Let 
uEXni{x}#@; then f(u)Ef(X), so there is some YEY such that 
y$f(u)df(x). This shows that Yn&{f(x)}#@. 
(b) cl*(f [$*I) c Pcpf(,)*: Apply cl* to both sides of (a) and note 
that Pcpf(Y)* is full. 
(c) (Vy E Pcpf (,a)*) (3x E 9*) f (x) < y: Consider the Lawson closed 
sets 
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(a) D\zf for z# U 9; 
(P) Uucx (D\u-) for J’EJ? 
(VI D\u+ for u such that f(v) & y. 
If x belongs to all of these sets, it follows from (a) and (/I) (as in the proof 
of Theorem 2) that XE$*, and (y) guarantees that (Vu) (u @x*f(u) <y), 
ie., f(x) < y. It only remains to verify FIP: Let zo, . . . . z,, X0, . . . . X,,, 
u,,, . . . . vk be as above; we choose XE y such that X0 GEM X, . . . . X,, GEM X. 
We claim that for some XE X, f(x) <y. For this x then XE D\z,+ 
(O<i<m), XEU,,X (D\tr,) (O<j<n), and xeD\o,$ (O</<k) as 
required (the latter because x E u,+ would imply f(u,) <f(x) <y). To prove 
the claim, assume that (Vx E X) f(x) 4 y holds and choose y, +f(x) such 
that y, 4 y. If Y = {y, I x E X) then clearly Y<nM f(X), so YE Pcpf(S), 
but Yn&{.v}=jZ(, a contradiction with y E P”f(y)*. 
(d) (Vy~P’~f(g)*) (Vw<y) (3z~9*) w@(z): Since &{y}s 
IJ P”f(S), we get M’E Y<,,f(X) f or some X 15 3, so w  4 f(x) for some 
x E X. By Theorem 2 (see Claim 2) there is z E $* such that x ,< z, and then 
w  <f(z) . 
(c) and (d) together show that Pcpf(-O)* E cl*(f[s*]); this combined 
with (b) proves equality. 
Let us assume now that D and E are continuous lattices and f preserves 
infs. 
(e) (Vy’yEPCpf(y)*) (3xE4*) y<f(x): Since i{y}cU P”f(S), 
for every w  < y there is some u E U 3 such that w  <f (u). We let 
u,=inf{uEU 9 1 w  <f(u)}; then w  d f (u,) as f preserves infs and u, E U 9 
as U 9 is a lower set. The system of Lawson closed sets consisting of y* 
and all D\ u; , w  + y, has FIP: Given wO << y, . . . . w, 3 y, there is w  $ y such 
that w. < w, . . . . w, < w. By Theorem 2 (see Claim 2) there is x E y* such 
that u,, < x and hence u,,,~ <x, . . . . u w. < x as required. By compactness there 
is x E $* such that u, <x for all w  4 y. But now f(x) 2f (u,.) 2 w  for all 
w4y, so f(x)>y. 
We now have f[Y*] GEM Pcpf(9)* by (a) and (c), and 
Pcpfy)* GEM f [y*] by (e), (a). In fact, we have proved that Pcpf(4)* 
is the convex closure off [9*]. 1 
We shall conclude this topic with 
Proof of Theorem 1. We fix an enumeration (b,, b, , . . . ) of K(D). For 
XCD let B;= {bi) i<n and bi<x} and note that supB:cK(D) and 
sup B: < x. Let j E P”(D) be given. We let X, = {sup B”, 1 x E Y* }. 
Clearly X,, E P( K( D)) and X, <EM 9*, hence X, is a finite cover of y* and 
X, E 9 by the last sentence of Theorem 2. Also X, <EM X, + I for all n E w. 
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For every XE.~ there is YE.~~P(K(D)) such that XQ~~ Y (by 
roundness); if n E w  is such that Y c {h,, . . . . h,}, an easy argument shows 
YGEh4 X,, and hence X <rM X,,. This proves that .a is generated by 
{X,l 1 n E 0). For .Y ~4* we let -Y,, = sup B:E X,; it is clear that 
x=sup{.u, / HEO ). Conversely, if (-‘c, 1 n E w  ) is increasing and x, E X, for 
all HEW, x=sup{x,, 1 n~o} ~.a*. 1 
The second main objective of this section is to provide an intuitive 
interpretation for those elements of PcL(D) that are not directed. Easy 
examples show that it is not possible to extend the definition of 4* c D to 
all round ideals so that * is oneeone, not to speak of preserving 
.f G # o.f* <EM f*. The proper meaning for undirected ideals is 
provided by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let (D, d ) he a continuous lattice and let .Y be a round 
ideal of (P(D), GEM ). There exists a unique set “2,I of round directed ideals of 
(P(D), GEM) such that 
(i) for eoer?’ round directed ideal X, 9 c X o (32 E og/) f G 37, 
and 
(ii) if .a G X c f, where X is round directed and f E q9, then 
X=JJ; 
moreooer, .a = n “Z,, . Zf .a = [Fj is generated by a finite PC P(D) then 
42,= (((2)) 1 ZE U,}, w h ere UF is the finite complete set of minimal upper 
bounds on F in (P(D), GEM). 
In denotational semantics, every round directed ideal ,f of P(D) 
represents a partial result of a nondeterministic computation; that is, the 
associated 9* is the set of all possible results of that computation. 
Theorem 4 justifies thinking of undirected round ideals $ as “implicit,” 
“hidden” partial results, where the computation decides which of the alter- 
natives provided by ~2,~ to follow, based on some internal criteria. For 
example, 4 = [FJ, where F= {X,,, . . . . X,} G P(K(D)) is the stage where 
x 0, ..., X, have already been computed, but before the inner constraints on 
the computational process decide which of the finitely many possible con- 
tinuations Z, Z E U,, to follow. We can associate with each y E PcL(D) a 
set of subsets of D: we let 
if 9 is directed then, of course, $ + = { 4 * }. The meaning of the stage d 
thus is: “choose one of the alternatives f E 3~~ and compute an arbitrary 
element of y*.” In this context it might be interesting to characterize the 
sets of the form 4 + and the ordering f on them defined by y+ B 9’ o 
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f E f. (i.e., to obtain an analog of Theorem 2). Perhaps a definition of %, 
as the set of all f that couer 9 (see the proof of Theorem 6) rather than 
just the minimal ones, would be more natural for this purpose. 
To prove Theorem 4 in its full generality we need an appropriate 
generalization of Konig’s lemma which can be elegantly stated using the 
concept of Smyth ordering. Let (D, d ) be a poset; the Smyrh (pre)ordering 
< s on P(D) is defined by 
x<, Yo(Vye Y) (3XEX) .u<y. 
We also recall the property M defined earlier in this section and note that if 
(D, <) has the property M and F, GE P(D), then FcG=> U,6s U,. 
LEMMA 5. Let (D, < ) be a poset and let 9 g P(D) be directed in the 
Smyth ordering < s. Then there is a directed ideal I of D such that 
ZnX#@ for all XEY and ZG~(U.Y) (i.e., ~EZ*(~XEY) (3x~X) 
-6x)). 
Proof The proof is a fairly standard application of Zorn’s lemma. Let 
Y be the set of all Zc D such that Z is downward closed (i.e., I= JZ), 
ZnX#@ for all XE.~, and ZcJ(U9). 9’#I2J because Z=L(U~)E~. 
Also, 9’ is closed under intersections of nonempty z-directed subsystems: 
If FGY is such and Z=nF, then ZEN’. Indeed, assume that 
ZnX=@ for some XE~. Then (VXEX) (~Z,E.F)X~Z.,. Since Xis finite 
and F 2 -directed, there is some f~ 9 such that TE Z, for all x E X, but 
then 7n X= a, a contradiction. It is clear that Z has the other properties 
needed to be in Y. 
By Zorn’s lemma, there exists an s-minimal ZE Y. We only need to 
prove that Z is directed. Let X, y E I; we have to find z E Z such that x < z, 
y<z. We consider I,= {zEZ~ .Y $ z> and Z,,= {z~Zl y $ z). Z., is a 
downward closed subset of J(U -0) and Z, $ Z (as x # I,); hence by 
minimality of Z, there is some XE 9 such that I, n X= 0. Similarly, there 
is some YE 9 such that ZJ n Y = 0. Since 9 is < s-directed, there is some 
ZEN for which X<sZ, Y6sZ. It follows that I,nZ=fzI and 
Z1. n Z = 0; however, In Z # 0. Let z E In Z; then z $ I,, z $ Z,,, and so 
x 6z, y<z as needed. 1 
THEOREM 6. Let (D, d ) be a poser with the property M and let I be a 
proper ideal of D. Then there is a unique set %, of directed ideals of D such 
that 
(i) for every directed ideal K, ZC K o ( ~JE a*,) (J c K), and 
(ii) $ Z c K E J, where K is directed and J E 42,, then K = J; 
moreover, Z = fi !.2[. Zf JE “a, and y E J then there is a finite FE Z and z E UF 
such that y dz. 
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Proof: We shall say that a directed ideal J of D covers Z if ZC J and for 
every y E J there is some finite FE Z and some z E U, such that y <z. 
CLAIM 1. For every x q! Z there is a directed ideal J such that J covers Z 
andx$J. 
Proof For every finite FE Z let V,= {y E U, ) x z& y}. We note that 
V, is finite and nonempty (if V, = @ then x < FT and so x E Z, as Z is an 
ideal) and FcG*V,Gs V,. Let Y={VFI FsZ, F finite]; then Y is 
<s-directed and Lemma 5 shows that there is a directed ideal J of D such 
that JS l(lJ 9) and Jn V,# @ for every finite FEZ. 
Clearly, Z&J (for any YEZ let F= {y}, so that V,= {y} and 
V, n J# 0). The property Jc J(U 3) states that for every y E J there is a 
finite Fc Z and some z E V, E U, such that y G z, so J covers I. Finally, 
x $ J because otherwise x ,< z for some z E V,, FE Z finite, by the previous 
statement, contradicting our definition of V,. 1 
CLAIM 2. For every directed ideal K 2 Z there is a directed ideal J such 
that IS JS K and J covers I. 
Proof For every finite Fs Z let V,= U,n K. V, # 0 as K is directed, 
and 9 = { V, 1 Fc Z, F finite} is 6 s-directed. We again apply Lemma 5 to 
obtain a directed ideal J such that J& J(U 9) and Jn VF # 0 for all finite 
FS 9. It follows immediately that ZC JC K and J covers I. 1 
CLAIM 3. Let Y # @ be any z-directed system of directed ideals of D; 
then n 9 is a directed ideal. 
Proof Let J= n Y and Fc J, F finite; we have to show that 
Jn U,# 0. If not then for every y E UF there is some J, E Y such 
that y 4 J,. Since U, is finite and Y is z-directed, we would get some 
KEY such that j& JY for all YE U,, i.e., Jn U,= 0 for FE.~, a 
contradiction. 1 
Properties (i) and (ii) uniquely specify %?I as the set of all G-minimal 
directed ideals containing I. Claims 2 and 3 together with Zorn’s lemma 
combine to show that for every directed Kz Z there is an E -minimal 
directed J so that ZG JS K and J covers Z and complete the proof of 
Theorem 6. 1 
Proof of Theorem 4. (P(D), GEM) has the property A4 by Corollary 9 in 
Section 2. Also, P(D) has the largest element { 1 }, so all ideals of P(D) are 
proper. Hence Theorem 6 applied to (P(D), <EM) immediately proves the 
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first assertion of Theorem 4, with the word “round” deleted. But the 
assertion is true as stated because if 9 is round then every f E @.fl is round: 
but c(f) is directed, so c(d) = 4 by (ii). 
To prove the second assertion it suffices to show that if 9 = [T&J where 
F= {X0, . . . . X,,), .yc$, 2 directed, then there is ZE {X0, . . . . A’,,}? such 
that ((Z)) G 8. 
Here one seems to have to use the detailed structure of upper bounds 
as exhibited in Section 2. Let X, = ($, . . . . x:1}, k;>,O, and Seq = 
{j = (j,, . . . . Jn) I O<jj<kj, O<i<n,. \ For every G= {Y,, . . . . Y,,}, where 
Yi = ( yp, . . . . y)‘} and & < xi holds for all i, j, we have Yi <rM Xi and hence 
Y, E .a G f for all i < n. Since f is directed, there is some Z E Gt n 9. By 
Lemma 8 in Section 2, there is some S, C_ Seq such that { y’ I j E S, > GEM Z, 
i.e., { yr ( j E S,} E Gf n 2. It is easy to see that if I? = ( yO, . . . . a,} is also as 
above, ,,/<I;/ for all i,j, and {J~I~ESG}EG~~$, then (yjlj~S~}~ 
Gf n f as well. Since 2 is directed and Seq is finite, we can find a fixed 
Ss Seq such that { $1 j E S} E CT n 2 holds for all G as above. Let now 
Z= (?cr 1 jES}; we have ZE {X0, . . . . A’,,)?. If YE ((Z)), i.e., Y<,M Z, there 
must be G = ( Y,, . . . . Yn} as above such that Y <EM { 4” ( j E S} and hence 
YE %. The reason for the last statement is that for all i, j, sup{ y{ I G as 
above) = x;‘, and hence for all j E Seq, sup{ y’ I G as above} = x?. 1 
5. OPERATIONS ON POWERDOMAINS 
The Plotkin powerdomain construct is a left adjoint to the forgetful 
functor from an appropriate category (Hennessy and Plotkin, 1979). This 
fact gives rise to uniquely defined operations singleton, union, and big 
union and implies a number of their properties. We are not able to give a 
characterization of our powerdomain as a left adjoint for reasons that will 
become apparent at the end of this section. Nevertheless, we can define 
the abovementioned operations and prove some results about them in our 
setting. 
The singleton embedding { .I: D -+ PcL(D) is defined by {dD = 
c(({d}))= (({d}))= (XeP(D) I XX,, id}}. It is trivial to see 
that {dD is a round directed ideal of P(D), 0 .D is injective and order- 
preserving and {dD * = {d} for any de D. We shall prove 
LEMMA 1. 0. D preserves arbitrary infs, arbitrary sups, and the way- 
below relation. 
ProoJ (i) Let d=inf{d, I GLEA}. Easily XdEM {d}oXdEM {d,} for 
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all UEA. Hence ({d}) = inf{ ({d,j) ( MEA}. As c: IP(D) IIP(D)IJ. 
preserves infs, applying it to both sides proves that infs are preserved 
by il4. 
(ii) Let d=sup{d, 1 cxEA1. If XE {dD then XdEM {x} for 
.Y = sup X< d and we can find ~1~, . . . . c(, and e,, 4 d, for i6n so that 
x<sup{e,,I idn}=z. Easily supGEM{{el,} 1 i<n}= {zj. As (e,,}E{d,lb 
for all i<n, we have (zj~sup{ad,~Q I ibn} and hence XEsup{{d,b 1 
c( E A }. The converse is trivial. 
(iii) If d, 4dz, (4 1 E 044. If {d2D = sup{.8 I z E I}, where 
(.fi I z E Z) is directed, we get {d, 1 E 4 for some t E Z, hence jd, b E .$, as 
needed to show id, 0 c { ld,[. 1 
One can similarly define {do, . . . . dnQ = ((4, . ..> d,) > = {XEP(D) I 
X-c,, { 4, . . . . d,} } and show, e.g., that Id,, . . . . d,D* is the smallest convex 
subset of D containing do, . . . . d,. 
We also note that 0 .I has a continuous upper adjoint j: PcL(D) -+ D; j is 
onto D and preserves arbitrary infs, but not necessarily sups; it is defined 
byj(./)=sup{dED I (d)E.P}. 
Next we shall study the union operation U on PCL(D). We want to define 
it so that {doD U . . . V {dnD = {d,,, . . . . d,,D holds for all do, . . . . d,,ED. We 
also want it to be commutative, associative, absorbing, and continuous. It 
follows immediately that we have to have 
<K9 CJ (0 = (Xu y>> (0) 
for ail X, YE P(D). For finitely generated 131, [“3] E PcL(D), where 
2” = {X,, . . . . X, ), ??4 = { Y,, . . . . Y, }, monotonicity requires 
(1) 
and 
[X] v lquq cinf{((Vu IV)) I VEX~, IVeg;/t}. (2) 
Finally, for arbitrary 9,2 E PcL(D) we have to have 9 ij ,$ = 
sup{ [IX] CJ 1971 1 !X c 9,3 E 2, X, ~24 finite}. We shall show that there 
exists a unique operation CJ satisfying these requirements. To do so, it is 
convenient to first define a union operation in on all of iP(D)l, and then 
get U by composing ti with c. 
For any 9, YE II’(D)/,. we let 
9\j~+=sup{(XuY) [XE~, YE$}E[P(D)I,~ 
It is clear that ir is continuous and that (X) ir ( Y> = (Xu Y) holds for 
all X, YE P(D). 
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LEMMA 2. For X, CY c P(D) finite, 
[X] CJ [CY] =inf{ (Vu W) 1 VE!l”T, WEC?lt). 
We shall say that X = {X,, . . . . X,) c P(D) is normalized if 
x;’ = inf{x’ 1 j(i) = j} holds for all i, j (see Section 2 for notation). 
SUBLEMMA 3. For every finite ?l E P(D) there is a normalized finite 
&?‘E P(D) such that [%I = [$I. 
Proof: Let z-/=inf{x’ 1 j(i)=j ), zi= {a/ / O<j<ki} for all i<n, and 
& = ( f,,, . . . . f,, }. As j(i) = j implies xi 6 xi we have 
(a) x/<n;. 
Hence Xi d EM wi for all i < n and [T] E [$I. Also 
(b) j(i) = j implies ?j < xj. 
Hence for all ifn, 
(i) (VjljSeq) (lxEY[) x<xr (let x=g{(i)!); 
(ii) (Vx~y;) (3i<n) (3j<ki) xdxj holds whenever j(i)=j. 
Lemma 10 in Section 2 now gives wi <EM 5t for all i < n and hence 
[ii?] E [Xl. 
It remains to show that & is normalized. By (a), xj = xt v . . . v xk < 
qfv . . . v zk==j. By (b), ,$ =qf v . . v .?i 6 xl. This shows xl = .fr and 
hence z{=inf{$ 1 j(i)=j). 1 
Proof of Lemma 2. We assume w.1.o.g. that $ and C? are normalized. 
Let Z~inf{(Vu W) j VE%~, WEYT}. Then ZdEM Vu W for all 
0 1 
9 x1 
. 
Xl 
0 
YO 
i 
YO 
Y:, 
0 1 
Yl Yl 
" 
Y, 
v= ( x00 ) x1’ ] ( w = f  yoo y’o yol ) 
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VE XT, WE 9/t. The type of argument used in Section 2 shows that this is 
equivalent to 
(i) [(Vj,ESeq,) (3z~Z)z<.@and (Vj,ESeq,) (3z~Z)zdyj~] and 
(ii) (VzEZ) {(3i,,j,)[j,(i,) =jO * z < xj”] or (3i,, j,)[j,(i,) = j, 
=s. z<yj’]} (see Fig. 2). 
Here Seq, = {(e,, . . . . e,,)l06e,dn,, Odl<n) and Seq, = ((eO, . . . . e,) 1 
O<e,<m,, O<idm). We let Z,=X,u Y, (i<n,j<m) and 
-k - 
i 
x; if Odkdn, 
‘o- y;-“‘- I if ni<k<n,+m,+ 1; 
k denotes any sequence 
j<m}. 
(k, / id n, j < m) and zk = sup{ zt(‘.‘) 1 i < n, 
CLAIM a. (Vk) (3z~Z) z<zk. 
Proof: Fix k. Either for every i < n there is some j < m where k, 6 ni. 
Then we choose one such j=j(i) and let j = (j(O), . . ..j(n)). By (i) there is 
z E Z such that z < xj < zk. Or there is some i 6 n such that for all j < m we 
have k,> nj. Fix such i and let t(j) = k, - ni - 1. If t = (t(O), . . . . t(m)) then, 
by (i) again, there is zgZ such that z<y’.<zk. 1 
CLAIM b. (Vz E Z) (3, j, k) [k(i, j) = k G-Z d zk]. 
ProoJ: Fix z. W.1.o.g. there exist i, k (k<n,) such that t(i) = k implies 
z d x’ (by (ii)). Fix arbitrary j and note that zg = xf. If k(i, j) = k, we have 
zk = s~p{z~!~J) / i, j} azk,=xf=*inf{x’I t(i)=k}>z. 
The equality marked by * holds because X is normalized. 1 
Claims CY and /I together show that Z d nM {X, u Y, 1 i d n, j < m >t and 
hence Z~sup{ (Xu Y) I XEX, YES} c [X] i, [g]. 1 
We have actually shown that 
holds whenever X, 9 are finite and normalized. It is easy to check that the 
set (Xu Y ( XEX, YES} is then again normalized. 
We now let $ G 2 = ~(9 it 2) for 9, 2 E PC=(D). Using the properties 
of c proved in Section 2 it is a straightforward matter to show that G is 
continuous, satisfies Eq. (0) and, for 9 = [Xl, j = [gJ, where X, g G 
P(D) are finite and w.1.o.g. normalized, f ; f = sup{ ((Xu Y)) 1 XE [Xl], 
YE [9yII ) = infPCLcD) {((Vu W)) 1 VEX?, WECYY~} is the only solution of 
(1) and (2). By continuity, U is uniquely defined on all of PcL(D). 
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LEMMA 4. For 3, 8, X E PcL(D), 
Proof. (i) Obvious. Proving (ii) for 9 = [%], 2 = [gul], Z = [a], 
where X, CY’, 2? are normalized is easy using the fact that 9 CJ 2 = [Yp1, 
where 6p = {X u Y ( XE X, YE g > is again normalized. To prove (iii) it 
suffices to note that X, YE 3 implies Xv YE 9 because X u Y GEM 
vv yn. I 
One can also easily prove that (9 0 I)* = cl*(y* u/*) holds for 
directed 9, 3 E PcL(D). 
The burden of the next part of this section is to show that there is a 
unique continuous operation u on PcL(PcL(D)) with the property that 
holds for all 9, $J E PcL(D). As in the case of G,, it will simplify the presen- 
tation if we first define c) on 1 P( 1 P(D)1 F)( F and then obtain u from it as a 
“composition” with c. 
While stating and proving results about u we shall have to work at two 
“levels”: that of IP(D and that of IP( IP(D)IF)lF. We shall adopt the 
convention of using lightface letters for denoting objects associated with 
I P(D)I, (“first level”) and corresponding boldface letters to denote 
corresponding objects associated with ) P( 1 P(D)1 F)J F (“second level”). Thus 
denote elements of D, X, Y, . . . are elements of P(D), X, SY, . . . are 
2lk”hubsets of P(D), and 4, f, . . . are ideals of P(D). As 9, $, . . . are 
elements of (P(D)\,, they could also be denoted x, y, . . . . X, Y, . . . denote 
elements of P( I P(D)1 F), ST‘, W, . . . are finite subsets of P(IP(D)I,) and 
9, #, . . . are ideals of P( I P(D)\ F), i.e., elements of I P( I P(D)1 F)I F. Previously 
proved results, such as those on the structure of the set of upper bounds 
proved in Section 2, and on normalization (Sublemma 3) will be used at 
both levels, along with the associated notation. 
We now define U on IP(JP(D)I.)l., 
c)~=sup{GX (XC9}, 
where for any X={& ,..., &]EP(IP(D)I~), i~X=.&b...i~&. It is 
immediately clear that u is continuous and if $ = (X) then lJ$j = IjX. 
We shall need 
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LEMMA 5. Forfinite ZJ~^EP((P(D)I.), 
sup{tiX 1 XE [%]).=inf{IjZ I ZEXT}. 
Before proving Lemma 5 we note 
SUBLEMMA 6. If 9, YE lP(D)lF are finitely generated then 9 G f, 
.a v 8, and .a A 2 are also finitely generated. 
Proof Let .a = [l?r], 2 = [Y] w  h ere 9?, :Y are finite. For 4 a f see 
the remark following the proof of Lemma 2. 9 v $ = [% u g] is clear. 
Lemma 10 in Section 2 shows that Z E .Y A 2 = 9 n 4 iff 
(i) [(ifjo) (3r~Z) :<.&‘and (Vj,) (3z~Z) =<.$I] and 
(ii) (VZEZ) (3i,,j,,) (El,,,,,) [:b.@ and ,<?,jl whenever j, (iO)=jO 
and j,(i,) =j,]. 
Let t=inf{.$, JJI 1 rG.$o, =dYjl}, .$?=(zlz~Z) and 9’={(2lZ~ 
9 A f 1. Clearly Z GEM 2, hence .a A f G [9], and 3 is finite. Also 
clearly 9 c [T] n [?!I] = .P A 2, hence [a] = .a A 4. 1 
Proof of Lemma 5. Let X = {X,, . . . . X,>, where Xi = {#p, . . . . 97) E 
P( IP(D) We assume w.1.o.g. that X is normalized. Let TE 
inf{ GZ / ZEXt),; then TE CjZ for all ZEX f^. Hence for every set S 
with the property (*) (with respect to the system X) TE \j{@ I j ES} and 
so, by continuity of 6, TE lj{ [“Yj] I j E S} for suitably chosen finite 
Yy’ G Yj (the J@ can be chosen independently of S as there is only a finite 
number of sets S with (* )). We recall that .Yj = Y$J v . . v 9:; continuity 
of v guarantees existence of a finite !y{ c 9: (dependent only on i, j) 
such that [J@] G [?I& u . . . u ?Yk] E YJ holds for all j. The system 
(,( c”rup1, ..., cWI} I 0 < i<n} E P( IP(D can be normalized by letting 
Y’= inf( [Y@] v . . . v [%$I 1 j(i) =j}; according to Sublemma 6, each .rj 
is finitely generated: 3: = [Xl]; we can choose each x^;’ normalized. We 
note that [“ruj’] c .3{ c 4j (X is normalized!), 3’ = [9!Y@ u . . . u X>], and 
.$j E yj. 
We let ifi = (gyp, . . . . 3:)) and 9 = {X0, . . . . X,}; the system d as well as 
each X{ are finitely generated and normalized, and TE i, {sj j j E S> holds 
for every S with (*). We have Fig. 3. 
We need some further notation. We let %;= { (Xj)O, (Xi),, . ..}. where 
(Xl), = ((x/)f, (xi):, . ..> and 1 e i vary over elements of the set (Seq)! t 
associated to 3: as in Section 2; hence if i = (i,, i,, . ..). (x;‘)‘= (.Y/)$“) v 
(*yp/ ) v . . . (see Fig. 3). By Lemma 2, T GEM U { Zj I j E S> holds for every 
S with (*) and every Zi E (%2^$ u .. . u Fk)f. This is easily seen to be 
equivalent to the conjunction of 
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I 
(a) (VjEEeq) (Vi”E(Seq)~).~~(Vi”E(Seq)~) (3tET) t<(x$)‘OV 
. . . v (x?)~” and 
(p) (Vte T) (3i,j) (VjEEeq) [j(i) = j - (3p, q, r) (ViOE(Seq)$)... 
(Vi”E(Seq)+) [i”(q) = r * 2 < (x$)‘” v ... v (-r+)‘“]]. 
It will suffice to show that T~sup{cjx, ( i<n}, i.e., that TdEM Z holds 
whenever (Z) E (irg,, . . . . Gg,)?. In the rest of the proof, T and Z are 
fixed. We have to prove 
(i) (VIE T) (3z~Z), t<z and 
(ii) (VzeZ) (3te T), tbz. 
Proof of (i). Fix t E T, also fix i, j, and, for every j with j(i) = j, fix p, q, 
and r so as to satisfy (fl). Let 
M+ = inf{ (x$)‘” v . v (x;)‘” ( ip(q) = r}; 
u’, = inf{wj, 1 j(i) = j}; 
clearly t < MS,. We fix some X E %{ and prove 
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CLAIM. Xu {w,}E${. 
ProojI The system S? is normalized, i.e., $j = n (31 ) j(i) =j}, hence it 
suffices to show that Xu (wr} EQ~ whenever j(i) =j. From XE~) we have 
(i) (Vi’)...(W) (3x E X 5 X u {w~})x ,< (~8)~” v . . . v (xk)‘“; 
(ii’) (VxEX) (3p,q, r) (Vi”)...(Vi”) [ip(q) = t-*x < (x$)~” v . . . v 
(xk)‘“]. Also 
(ii”) w, 6 w’, < (x$)~” v .. v (x;)‘” whenever iJ’(q) = r (for the fixed 
P, 4, r). 
FF, conditions (‘,,! (ii’), (ii”) are equivalent to Xu {w,} E 
6Ot-J . . . ug.$]=& 1 
Let Xj=Xu {w~}E~{ and pick X,.E%{‘G~{’ for eachj’#j (j’<n,). 
Then X0 u . . . u X,, E GXi and hence X0 u . . . u X,, <EM 2. In particular, 
t < w, 6 z for some z E 2. This concludes the proof of (i). 1 
Proof of (ii). Fix z E Z. The proof of Claim (c() in Lemma 2 and the 
remark following the proof of Lemma 2 show that, if 9 = [X] and 
2 = [?V], where $5 and g are normalized, then 9 G 9 = [a] for some 
finite normalized 3, and for every k there is some i such that xi < zk or 
yi,<zk. For each l<n, (Z) E (6X,)? where cjX,=$y i, ... ti by/= L-31, 
so z 2 .zk for some k and, using the above fact and induction, there is some 
j, < n, and some i’ such that zk 2 (~7)~‘. Hence z B (x6)‘” v . . . v (x:)~” 3 t 
for some tE T, by (a). 1 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5. 1 
We remark that the proof actually shows that 0 [%I = 
sup(GX 1 X E 57} when S is normalized. We can now define tJ on 
PcL(PcL(D)). For 9~ IIP((IP(D)II.)I(. we let 
9= {YEP(IJP(D)I(~) I Y<X for some XE9} 
and define 
~9-=c(~~)=c(sup{tix 1 XE9)=sup{GX 1 XEJ}. 
tJ is continuous because c, 111, and -‘are. 
LEMMA 7. U 09, jD = JJ 3 9 for all 9,% E PcL(D). 
Prooj ~~~,~~=~{XIX~(~,~}}=sup{~XlX~{~,~>>~ 
9 u f is clear from monotonicity and properties of G proved in Lemma 4. 
On the other hand, XE~, YES imply X = { ((0, (( Y))} < (9, y} and 
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hence ((Xu Y)> = ((X)) i~ ((Y)) ~tj 09, $1, thus giving $ in 2 = 
SUP(<XU 0 I XEJ, y+q ‘U us, f D. I 
LEMMA 8. Zf 3 = [L!T] for finite X E P(PcL(D)) then 09 = 
sup(~X ( XE [XJ} =infpCL’D’(~Z ( ZE%T}. 
Proof W.1.o.g. assume X is normalized. Lemma 5, the remark follow- 
ing its proof and an application of c give sup{ UX ( X E S} = 
infPCL’“‘{DZ ( Z E ST ). Easily, sup(GX / XC%} ~sup(GX ( XE [%I} c 
infPCL’D’ [ VZ 1 Z E 37 ). The lemma now follows. 1 
From Lemmas 7 and 8 it is clear that u is the only continuous operation 
on PcL(PcL(D)) with the property (3). As for algebraic properties of 0, we 
have only 
LEMMA 9. For S, f E PcL(PcL(D)), 
equality holds when 9, ~8 are directed. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the inclusion for 9 = [%a, f = [9JJ, where 
5? and CV are normalized. We then have 9 3 9 = [{X u Y ) X E b, 
YE %!J}a and this system is also normalized. Hence U (f 3 $) = 
sup((UX)CJ (CJY) IXEX, YE??/} G sup{UX I x E .%} 0 sup(GY ( 
YEW} =U‘,acJtff. 
For the converse, we start with Q 9 CJ tj 9 = sup{ ((X u Y)) I X E tJ #, 
Y~!j$}.LetX~u9, Y~tJ$.If4isdirected,tf4=sup{GXIX~.9} 
is a supremum of a directed set, and hence XE UX for some X ~9. 
Similarly YE UY for some Y E$ if 9 is directed. We conclude that 
XUYE(CJX)V(GY)=G(XUY), where XUYE~CJJ?. This shows 
XUYEU(~C~). g 
By attempting to give a brute force proof of equality for arbitrary $ and 
9 and observing where it breaks down, one can construct counterexamples 
(even algebraic lattices) showing that 0 is not additive; similarly, neither tj 
nor G preserves finite sups or infs. 
In the remainder of this section we shall investigate the problem of 
extending fe [D -+ PcL(E)] to all of PcL(D), a procedure of great impor- 
tance for modelling nondeterministic computations. We have seen in 
Section 3 that even in the special case of f~ [D + E], an extension to a 
function in [P’“(D) -+ P’“(E)] is not in general unique; this is the price 
one pays for the convenience of working with lattices (rather than, say, 
SFP-objects). Nevertheless all these extensions agree on /P(D)ll; since the 
elements of IIP(D)ll are the ones of interest when modelling computations, 
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for practical purposes of denotational semantics it does not matter, which 
of the extensions one uses. 
We shall say that F: PcL(D) + PcL(E) is additioe on LS P’“(D) if 
F(‘(.YCJ~) = F(Y) in F(B) holds for all #, f E L. F is a lower (upper) exten- 
sion if F is continuous, additive on iiP(D)JI, and F(4) = sup{ F(f) 1 9 2 9, 
f~ (IP(D) [F(.p)=inf{F(y) Ij2.9, YE I/P(D)(I)] holds for all 
finitely generated .f E PcL(D). (This definition depends on the concrete 
representation of PcL(D) as a set of ideals, but we shall show in Section 6 
that IJP(D)ll can be defined algebraically in the structure (PcL(D), <, 9): 
one can then use this fact to give an algebraic definition.) 
LEMMA 10. For any f E [D -+ P cL(E)] there is a unique lower (upper) 
extension f + ( f ’ ) such that the following diagram commutes: 
D --L PCL(E) 
(I.0 
I,/’ 
/+(ffl 
PcL(D) 
Moreover, the correspondence cp + (cp’) de.ned bv v+(f) =f‘+ 
(q’(f)=f’) is an isomorphism between [D -+ PcL(E)] and 
CPcLP) + + PcL(E)] ([PcL(D)-+ PcL(E)]) (the set of all lower (upper) 
extensions) viewed as partial orders in the usual ordering. rf 
FE [PcL(D) --t PcL(E)] is additiue on I/P(D)11 and f= Fo{ .I then 
f, ,<F<f +. 
Proof For .g = [Xl, X E P(D), S finite, define f+(S)= 
SUP{ ~fo-) IXE ual, and f + (9) = inf( Gf ( Y) 1 YE %“T 1 and then extend 
f + and f ’ continuously to all of (1 P(D)(( F. It is easy to see that f+ and f + 
are well defmed and have the required properties. Conversely, given a 
lower (upper) extension F P'"(D) + PcL(E), let f = PO (1 D; it is easy to 
check F= f + (F= f + ), as well as the rest of the lemma. 1 
We note that f + and f + are additive on 11 P(D)jl, but not necessarily on 
IIP(D)llr, even when f is extremely “nice”: tJ= (lp~~(D))+ = (l++,)+ need 
not be additive on PcL(PcL(D)). We can do somewhat better for 
fe[D-+E] (notice that _Pf=({.bcf’)+, Pf=(~.~of)‘). 
LEMMA 11. (i) If f preserves finite infs then PcLf(Y 0 2) ZI 
PCLf(9)U P-[(f) 
(ii) If f preserves finite sups then PcLf(.Y G $) E PcLf(Y) in 
PCLf (Y). 
Proof: By continuity it suffices to give a proof for finitely generated 
992. 
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(i) By Lemma 12 in Section 2, for every finitely generated 9 there is 
a finite % c P(D) such that 9 = 131 and for every YE 3 there is XE 9 
such that YGEM X, We say that F with this property is complete. By the 
process used in the proof of Sublemma 3 we can obtain 3 which is 
complete and normalized. We also note that if JJ = [%I. where 
3 = {X,, . ..) X,] is complete and f is inf-preserving, then PcLf($) = 
U(f(X,), . . ..f(x.,))ll and {f(xoL . . ..f(X.)) is complete (for P’tfff(s)) (see 
the remark after the proof of Lemma 9, Section 3). Moreover, 
{f(xo)Y . . ..f(x.)) 1s normalized: if xj = inf{x’ 1 j(i) =j} and f preserves 
finite infs, we get f(x{) = inf{f(xj) 1 j(i) =.j} = inf(f(x)j 1 j(i) = jj (the last 
equality holds because f(.?) af(x)j >f(.u;) if j(i) = j). 
Let now .a = ([.Fj, & = [-?JJ where f. ?Y are complete and normalized; 
then {f(xd . . ..f(J’.J} and (f( Y,), . . ..f( Y,,,)) are complete and nor- 
malized. Hence PcLf(X) G PCLf(f)= [{f(X,)u.f( Y,) ( i<n, j,<m>] = 
[{.f(X, u Y,) I i d n, j d m}] c PcLf(S Vf). 
(ii) Let 4 = [fj, / = [!!I, where 3, <!I are normalized; then 
9 \5, #J = Sup ( ((X, u Y,)) ) i < n, j ,< m}. Since f preserves finite sups, so 
does PcLf, and PcLf(~G~)=sup{PcLf(((X,u Y,)))li<n, j<m} = 
suP{<f(X,)> iJ <f(‘j)>i I i<n, j<tn) s pCLf(ca) fi PcLf(4). m 
COROLLARY 12. If f preserves both sups and infk then PcLf preserves 
sups and infs and is additive. [ 
LEMMA 13. For any fc [D* PcL(E)], ,f+ <tjcpCLf<tfoPCLf<f+; 
f+=Uo P-f iff preserves finite ir$y and f + = @ PcLf iff preserves finite 
sups. 
Proof The inequalities are trivial. Let .f = i[TJ E PcL(D) be finitely 
generated; w.1.o.g. we can assume that 3 is complete (see the proof of 
Lemma 11(i)). Then PCLf(.f)=sup[(f(X) 1 XE?$“~]. 
(1) Assume f preserves finite infs. Then (f(X) I XE X > is complete 
for PcLf($) and hence ~P”“f(~~)=sup{~f(X) 1 XE~} ~,f+(y). 
(2) Assume f preserves finite sups. Then f “preserves complete sets of 
upper bounds”; more precisely, if Z E (f(X) 1 XE 5?} r then f ( Y) GEM Z 
holds for some YE TT. This is true because {f(x)’ I j E S} sEM Z holds for 
some S with (*) and f (x)r =.f(xr) when f preserves finite sups; hence 
f(Y)G,, Z for Y = {x’ I j E S} E $7. We now have U PcLf($) = 
inf{GZ I ZE (f(X) / XEa}t} =inf(Gf(Y) I YE%T) =f '(9). 1 
Corollary 12 shows that PcL can be viewed as a functor from the 
643.‘81!3-5 
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category CL n CLop, whose objects are continuous lattices and whose 
morphisms are functions preserving infs, sups, and <, into the category 
PCL whose objects are powerdomains and whose morphisms are additive 
functions preserving infs, sups, and Q. However, PcL is not a left adjoint 
to the forgetful functor from PCL into CL n CLop: every CLn CLop 
morphism f: D + PcL(E) does have a unique extension F=f+ = 
f + : PcL( D) + PcL( E) (Lemma 13), but this extension satisfies only 
F(9 II, f) c F(Y) ti F(f) for .a, f E PfL(D) and in general preserves 
neither finite sups nor finite infs. Although this does not completely 
preclude a possibility that a category of continuous lattices with a 
somewhat less restrictive class of morphisms might allow PcL to be a left 
adjoint to the forgetful functor, I do not consider it very likely. 
6. ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PAL(D) AND 
THE PLOTKIN POWERDOMAIN 
If D is an algebraic lattice, we have, on one hand, its Plotkin power- 
domain PAP(D), and, on the other, our PAL(D). The elements of PAP(D) 
are the “computationally relevant” ones; we have PAP(D) = IZC((P(D))I G 
IR(P(D))I,= PAL(D), where the inclusion is strict in general, i.e., PAL(D) 
contains additional elements. Sections 3 and 5 show that the behavior of 
these additional elements is not fully satisfactory: functionsf: D -+ E do not 
have to have a unique extension PALf: PAL(D) -+ PAL(E); even when the 
extension is unique, it need not be additive, etc. For practical purposes it is 
thus important (and should be sufficient) to be able to distinguish 
systematically the “computationally relevant” elements (for which 
everything works out nicely, that is, the same way as for the Plotkin 
powerdomain) from the rest. In this section we shall study various aspects 
of this task. We shall not attempt an exhaustive treatment but limit our- 
selves instead to a few results indicating what is desirable and/or possible. 
We have defined the Plotkin powerdomain functor PAP in the category 
AP of all algebraic posets and continuous maps (Theorem 2 in Sections 3); 
in this section we shall have occasion to consider the full subcategory 
BOTP of AP whose objects are the profinite domains having bottom 
elements. This is a generalization of Plotkin’s original category: SFP- 
objects are exactly the objects of BOTP with at most countable basis K(D). 
For more information we refer the reader to Gunter (1985) and 
Niiio-Salcedo (1981); here we only record that profinite domains are 
cpos isomorphic to the limit of an inverse system of finite posets (with 
continuous upper adjoints as arrows). 
Let D, E be algebraic lattices andfE [D -+ E]. Theorem 8(i) in Section 3 
shows that the following diagram commutes: 
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PAP(D) dg PAL(D) 
PAP/- 
l I- 
PALf or P*Lf 
PAP(E) 7 PAL(E) 
where A, is the inclusion embedding of PAP(D) into PAL(D). This makes A 
look very much like a natural transformation, except that PAL and PAL are 
not functors in ALG; we can remedy this problem by restricting ourselves 
to smaller categories. Both PAP and PAL can be viewed as functors from 
AL (ALop) into BOTP. The diagram then establishes 
LEMMA 1. A is a natural transformation between PAP: AL + BOTP and 
PAL: AL + BOTP. (AL can be replaced by ALoP.) 1 
The result one would really like to have here would be a generalization 
of Lemma 1 to more complicated functors T of interest in denotational 
semantics, such as those obtained by composition from PAL, +, x , -+, the 
least fixed point construction @T(D) etc. I conjecture that such a result 
does hold, but its proof (if possible) is not trivial. In particular, we cannot 
obtain it merely by applying T to the diagram in Lemma 1. To begin with, 
if, for example, T = PAL, T(P”‘(D)) may be undefined, as PAP(D) is only in 
BOTP, not AL. This problem can be overcome rather easily: our definition 
of PAL(D)= IK(P(D))lF makes sense for any algebraic poset D, and it is 
possible to prove that PAL so defined is a functor on BOTP’ (BOTPI) 
(these are subcategories of BOTP whose morphisms are the upper (lower) 
adjoints). But the crucial obstacle is that the mapping A,, while con- 
tinuous, is not in general a lower (or upper) adjoint; i.e., it is not a BOTPl 
(or BOTPt ) morphism. For example, an upper adjoint 9: PAL(D) -+ 
P”‘(D) to d, would have to satisfy 9(Y) = suppAPCD1{f E 9 1 f directed}, 
but this supremum need not exist. 
We did obtain some partial results in the desired direction using more 
elaborate techniques. Before stating them we need some definitions. 
Let Y be a language with variables 6,, 6,, . . . and operation symbols x , 
-+, P (and possibly others, such as +, but these will suffice as examples). 
r, r~, . . . will denote the terms of 9. If t(6,, . . . . 6,) is a term of Y and 
D 0, ..., D, are algebraic lattices, tAL(D,, . . . . D,) is the corresponding 
domain, defined inductively: 
&‘=(D,, . . . . D,) = D;; 
(T x a)*=(D,, . . . . D,) = z*=(D,, . . . . D,) x o*=(D,, . . . . D,); 
(T -+ a)“=( D,, . . . . D,) = [r*=(D,, . . . . D,) -+ uAL( D,, . . . . D,)]; 
P(d)AL(&, . . . . D,) = PAL(rAL(D,, . . . . D,)). 
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Similarly rAP(D,, . . . . D,z) is obtained by replacing AL with AP in the above. 
Let D, E be in BOTP; we shall say that E is a weak subdomain of D and 
write E (1 D if E c D, the ordering of E is a restriction of the one on D, E is 
closed under directed sups and K(E) = En K(D). We note that E is a sub- 
domain of D in the usual sense if and only if E u D and for every finite 
FE K(E), every D-minimal upper bound on F belongs to E. 
By induction on the complexity of T we shall prove 
THEOREM 2. For all algebraic lattices D,, . . . . D, there is a continuous 
embedding A(r), “,,,, o, of tAP(D,, . . . . D,) into rAL(D,, . . . . D,) whose range 
UT) o,),. ,o,, is a weak subdomain qf gAL( D,,, . . . . D,, ). 
Pro@ We suppress D,, . . . . D,,; they are understood fixed. The first two 
cases are trivial: 
(1) Z-(6,)=D,; A(6,)= 1,. 
(2) r(TXO)=f-(T)Xf(O); A(~xa)=A(z)xA(a). 
(3) By inductive assumption let A(z) (d(a)) be an isomorphism of 
gAP (aAP) onto r(zAL) (r(aAL)). Then (T -+ o)*~= [T"' -+oAP] is 
isomorphic to [T(T)-T(o)] via 0 defined by @(cp)=d(a)ocpod(r)‘. 
For every f~ [T(r)-+ f(a)] we take the “minimal” extension 
fE [ TAL -+ OA1’] : 
and we let T(z~o)={~If~[T(z)-*T(a)]) and A(z-+a)=- 00. 
To prove the required properties of f, A, we first note that p(x) = 
sup{f(~s) 1 Y<.Y, .vgK(T(r))} (this follows from K(T(z))=T(r)nK(rAL)). 
It is clear that ,f r T(r)=,f and ,f<g holds whenever f<g r T(T), 
g E [T"" + GAL]. 
(a) pis continuous: Let s = sup X, where Xc Tag, X directed, and 
letI’EK(f(z))~K(5AL),?,~X.Then11~,-forsome2EXandf(y)~~(~)~ 
sup(j\(z) / z E 2’). Hence P(X) < sup{f(z) 1 z E X>. The other direction is 
trivial. 
It is now clear that 0 is an isomorphism between (T + CJ)*~ and 
r(T + CT) G [T”” -+ aAL]; in partidar, r(Z -+ f~) iS in BOTH. 
(b) -: [r(T) + r(O)] -+ [T"" -+ GAL ] is continuous: If (f, 1 I E 1) is 
directed and has supremum f in [r( r ) + T(a)], clearly sup{ ,A 1 I E Z} Gj? 
On the other hand, if J <g for all z E Z, then f, <g r T(T) for all 1, so ^ 
fdg IZTt) andf<g. 
As a corollary we get that T(T + a) is closed under directed sups. 
(c) K(ZJr -+ a)) = T(T + 0) n K( [T*' + cr”“]): Closure under 
directed sups immediately gives 2. For the converse let 3~ K(T(r -+ a)); 
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thenfE K( [r(t) 3 T(a)]) (- is an isomorphism). This means that there is 
a finite set As K(T(t))g K(zAL) and a monotone q: A -+K(T(o)) G 
K(oAL) so that for every y E K(T(r)) A n J{ ~‘1 has a maximal element ya 
andf(y)=cp(y,) (Gunter, 1985). So for x~~**~,~(x)=sup{f()‘) 1 Y<X, 
~~K(r(?))}=sup(q(~) (:6x, ZEA). This shows~EK([sAL+aAL]). 
All this proves that r(t + r~) u [r”” -+ aAL]. 
(4) We let T(P(z)) = {&a g P(K(tAL)) I .a E IP(K(T(t)))l 1 s 
PAL(rAL); the obvious iso’morphism &P(z)) between (P(T))*~ = 
PAP(rAP)) = (p(K(zAP))I and f(P(s)) is defined by @(P(s))(j) = 
l{{@(T)(X) I XEX) I xg+fj. 
Hence r(P(,)) is in BOTP. The mapping 1: IP(K(Z(z)))l -+ PAL(zAL) is 
clearly continuous and hence T(P(r)) is closed under directed sups. It 
remains to prove that K(T(P(z))) = f(P(r)) n K(PAL(rAL)). But 
JYcT(P(t)) is a compact element in IJP(,)) iff 9 is compact in 
lP(K(f(~))l iff 9 = { YE P(K(f(z))) I Y <EM X} for some XE P(K(r(z))) 
iff IS= { YEP(K(TAL)) I Y<,, X} for some XE P(K(f(5))) iff &a is com- 
pact in PAL(tAL) and JYET(P(T)). 1 
Theorem 2 shows how to find a subset of “computationally relevant” 
elements of T*~(D~, . . . . D,) isomorphic to zAP(D,, . . . . D,), but this subset is 
defined in terms of a particular set-theoretic construction of gAL. It would 
be nice to have an algebraic characteristion of f(~),,,,,,~~. This does indeed 
seem possible. Here we restrict ourselves to the simplest (and perhaps the 
most interesting) case, that of T = P. We shall show that r(P), = 
IK(P(D))J = P”‘(D), the set of all directed ideals of K(D), can be defined 
algebraically in the structure (PAL(D), L, U). As a byproduct, we shall get 
an axiomatic characterization of those structures that are powerdomains. 
We shall consider algebraic lattices with union, i.e., structures (L, <, u), 
where (L, d ) is an algebraic lattice and u is a continuous binary operation 
satisfying the laws of commutativity, associativity, and absorption. A com- 
pact element PE L is a superprime if p< a u b implies p <a and p 6 b. 
Composites are unions of a finite number of superprimes. 
THEOREM 3. Superprimes of (PAL(D), c , U ) are preciselwv all 0 db for 
dEK(D). 
COROLLARY 4. .f E PAL(D) is in II P( D) /I if and only if 4 is a supremum 
of a directed set of composites. 
COROLLARY 5. I f  (PAL(D,), G, U) and (PAL(D,), E, G) are isomorphic 
then (DI, < ,) and (D 2, d 2) are isomorphic. 
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Proof of Theorem 3. (I) Let do K(D); if OdD = (id)) z.9 U 2 then 
({d})E[X] CJ [GY] f or some finite X E 9, 57 E 9. If VE FT and WE ?YT 
then {d} 6EM Vu Wand hence jdj GEM V for all V~9-7 and (d) <EM W 
for all WE~YY~. This shows (d} E [Z’] ~9 and fd) E [+Y!yI zf. 
(II) Let 4 = [(X0, . . . . X,, >] be a superprime. Let d= inf,{.uj 1 j E 
Seq}; it suffices to show that .f= IdI (since .a is compact, so is d). 
For each j E Seq let Clearly 
((xj 1 jESeq)); 
,~j = ( (xj 1). .f c U { ,fj 1 j E Seq ). = 
h ence by superprimality 9 G .$ for all j E Seq. This means 
that for all i, j we have .x/ 6 xj for all j E Seq; i.e., x,! < d. Hence X, <<EM (d), 
i.e., Xi~ {dD, for each i. Consequently 9~ {dl. 
Conversely, if XE {db then X <rM c ‘d). However, d6 xi for all j E Seq; in 
particular, {d} GEM {xj 1 j ES} h o s Id f or any S with the property (*) from 
Section 2. This shows that {d} ~9 and then XE~. We get {do ~.f. 1 
THEOREM 6. If (L, 6, u) is (isomorphic to) the powerdomain of some 
algebraic lattice then it has the following properties: 
(A) Superprimes ordered by d are a semilattice. 
(EM) For any superprimes p,,, . . . . p,, qO, . . . . q,, 
pou ..I up,dq”” ..’ u~,,r”{h-,p,~~EM {&I~-.>qm} 
(“uniqueness of the superprime decomposition”). 
(F) For any superprimes pi,, j < ki, i < n, 
sup{! P,jI ian}=inf{ii!p’[ Shasproperty (*)} 
(see Section 2 for notation). Equivalently, for any composites x0, . . . . x,, 
supfx,, . . . . x,} = inf(,- composite / ZE {x0, . . . . x,,)T ). 
(C) All composites are compact elements of L. 
(U) For any a,bEL, aub=sup{xuy .~<a, y<b, x, ycom- 
posite}. 
Conversely, every (L, 6, w) with the properties (A), (EM), (F), (C), (U) is 
isomorphic to the powerdomain of (I Dl, E ), where D is the set of all super- 
primes of L. 
Proof The direct part is straightforward. For the converse let D be the 
set of superprimes of L. (A) shows that (IDI, G) is an algebraic lattice. 
(EM) implies that k: P(D) + L, where k(X)= UX is a well-defined and 
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order-preserving map onto the set of all composites of L. We extend k to 
finitely generated ideals of P(D) by k( [ IX,,, . . . . X,}]) = sup{k(X,), . . . . 
k(X,)}. If [{X0, . . . . A’,)] G [{Y,, . . . . Y,}] then Xi<EM Z for every 
ZE (Yo, . ..) Y,)t, hence k(X,) <EM z for every z E (k( Y,), . . . . k( Y,,,))f, z 
composite; hence by (F), k(Xi) 6 sup(k( Y,), . . . . k( Y,)} = k( [ { Y,, . . . . Y,}]). 
This shows k is well defined and order preserving. We extend k to all of 
IP(D by continuity. (U) shows that it is onto L because it implies that 
every element of L is a supremum of a set of composites. Finally, to show 
that k is injectiye, consider .a # f; then, e.g., XE 9, X# 2. If k(9) = k(y) 
we have k(X)<k([Y, ,..., Y,}]) for some YO ,..., Y,E,$, using (C). 
Hence k(X) <z for all 2 E {k( Y,), . . . . k( Y,)Ir, z composite; hence (k is 
IL1 on composites!) A’,<,, Z for all ZE {Y,, . . . . Y,}r, showing XE 
C{ yo, ‘.., L}l GY, a contradiction. Finally, k(9 G f) = sup{k(X u Y) 1 
XE$, YE%} = sup{k(X) u k(Y) I XE.9, YES) = sup{x uy I x 6 
k(9), y<k(f), x, y composite) = k(9) uk(2) by (U). 1 
Results along these lines can be given for more complicated constructs as 
well. For example, in (PAL(PAL(D)), G, U, tf) we can define (PAL(D), 
C, U): Theorem 3 can be used to define 0 . D: PAL(D) -+ PAL(PAL(D)), and 
then we have 0.9 I;, fD =u 4.9, fD =u (i$D ij {ID) using Lemma 7 
in Section 5. Even the proper formulation of such results in full generality 
presents technical problems, and we shall not pursue these matters here 
any further. 
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